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1. ABSTRACT

Traumatic brain injury and stroke leave many
individuals with cognitive disabilities even after much
therapy. For over a decadel our multidixiplinaq
g w p has k n conducting a research and clinical
program. T h e focws of w r efforts has been restoration
of individud's func@ning through technology enabiing
them to perform some of their priority everyday
activities. Our appmach has been thre+foId: 1) the
application of theory and methods from computer
science; 2) the design of one-of-a-kind prosthe&
systems to bridge deficitsl and 3) therapy integrated
tightly with prosthetic twhnoIogy.
Research
incorporated the singie-subject case study approach widely used in brain injury rehabilitation with studies
being partial replicates for grouping data. Results have
been significant and substantial, with an increase of
function being the mle rather than the exception. An
important finding is that our evaluation techniques of
patient abilities tends to show greater abilities than
show in ctinicai testing. These abilities can be used in
participatory design to greatly enhance the clinical
outcome. Alsol the impact of small deficits on behavior
seems to be significantly greater than one would expect.
Resolving o r bridging small deficits can have
considerable behaviord impact*
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L INTRODUCTION
2.1 Diseases and etiology
Traumatic brain injury, m k e , various forms of dementia,
and other neurologic disorders prduce aquire-d cognitive
deficits which ofien bleck the individual's ability to return
to their previous activities and MI1 the previous social
roles. These disorders typically damage hctioning in a
number of mpitive dimensions. In the case of traumatic
biain injury, damage is dif%se across cognitive domains.
Rehabilibtion of cognitive deficits has not k n nearly as
s u d as rehabilitation of physical deficits. About 2
million~pmplea year have a brain injury, and about 10% of
those have long term cognitive deficits which interfere with
their everyday hctioning.
2.2.The ~ m r ofeeveryday activities
We have adapted a user model for the cognitive portion of
p p l e ' s activity performance. An activity is composed of a
long sequence of cognitive actions by the brain. Some of
these, actions occur in parallel, while others are sequential.
Some of these actions take place in timeframes of less than
a second and some over several minutes. A failure in one
step of the process is stBicient to im@e the activity, and
leave the individual unable to complete the intended
activity. This has significant implications for rehabilitation
of cogaitive disorders.
When rehabilitation is not able io address all of the
subtasks involved in an activity, the individual continues to
be partially disabled. This has been fie case for many
individuals with acquired cognitive deficits from traumalic
brain injury and stroke. These mnditions, particularly
TBI,tend to & i t a number of cognitive dimensions.

